


Editors’ Note:

Welcome to the 2015 edition of the Taurus Canis. This is the fourth annual edition of 
Brighton High School’s Literary Arts Magazine. Included are a wide variety of writings and 
art displaying the creative talents of students. 

High school is a time of unique emotions and growth. Through the outlet of creativity, 
students are able to convey feelings and thoughts that could not be expressed in any 
other     medium. The Taurus Canis stands as a proud celebration of the creative talents 
present at BHS. 

In addition, a writing/art contest was held focusing on the lessons of adolescence. We          
appreciate the many great pieces submitted for the competition.

We thank all the talented students who contributed to the magazine this year and the patrons 
who helped bring it together. Enjoy the following works created by the outstanding 
community of  Brighton High School.

Editors-in-Chief
Sarah Wright
Jacob Tenney

Taurus Canis: (noun) [tawr-uhs kānîs]
1. Latin for “bulldog”, one of an English breed of medium-sized, 

short-haired, muscular dogs.
2. A compilation of creative works representing Brighton High 

School students of all grade levels and faculty. 
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Fire, Water, and Peace
Julia Moffa

       My toes squish into the damp sand beneath my feet, and the consistent hush of the water colliding with 
the shore whispers in my ear. It’s almost eerie, but the blazing creature in front of me makes it feel calming. 
The night air is cold and crisp, but it slices through the chill like a warm knife through butter. It devours the 
rough wood without mercy, fiercely ravenging for more. Yet at the same time it yearns for the night sky, and 
reaches desperately toward the endless blackness. 
       Its warmth reaches out tenderly, but I don’t get too close. For if I do, its searing claws will sting me un-
apologetically. I know this from experience. When I get the distance between it and me just right though, it’s 
magic. Waves of warmth caress my skin, while battling the night’s icy talons. Its loving arms hold me tender-
ly, promising that nothing bad will ever happen to me.
       A gust of biting wind tries to put it out, but in response, it only grows larger. When it is met with chal-
lenges, it doesn’t fizzle away and die. It gallantly blazes on until it can’t possibly continue further. In that way 
it inspires me. 
       I sit back and look to my left and see my little sister. She’s curled up in her chair, wrapped in a cocoon 
of blankets. Her eyes are tired but still bright. I can tell by her facial expression that she shares my feeling of 
serenity. I tap her on the shoulder and point at the sky. Wisps of muted color paint the blackness, and mil-
lions of brilliant diamonds are scattered randomly. For a split second, one of the gems shoots what looks like 
an inch or two to the left. 
      “A shooting star!” my sister gasps. My eyes, full of wonder, stare into the unknown, then back down to 
the earth again.
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The Flower Lives, the Flower Dies
Abigail Cooper

The flower lives, the flower dies.
Dark colors give way to surprise.

Our life muddled with a deep gray.
Rules of life which all must obey.
Even gloom must meet its demise.

Eruptions of colors soon revise,
a sullen world hid in disguise.

Exquisite hues set the world ablaze. 
Life opens up to us, glowing in rays.
Through color, only darkness belies.

Violets and blues bellow cries,
yellows and pinks say their goodbyes.
All good things must come to an end.

Those wispy stems begin to bend.
The flower lives, the flower dies.



Rough Day
Will Shaffran

Somebody told me they had a rough day,
but halfway through I stopped listening to what they say.

An issue with a teacher doesn’t compare
to the weight others have to bare.

They know when the next meal will be,
bundles of money will pay for all the food you can see.

While some don’t have enough food to maintain,
wondering if they will ever eat again.

They know they have a roof over their head,
and that it is safe to go to bed.
While some shiver on cement,

not knowing if that blanket will double as a tent.

They know what it’s like to have a stable job,
and yet their wage makes them sob.

While some would take minimum wage in a heartbeat,
it doesn’t have to pay like Wall Street.

They know they have a family waiting,
Mom and Dad are at home; no debating.

While some don’t even have one,
no time to decide who is the favorite son.

They know what it’s like to have a best friend,
side by side until the very end.
While some can’t say the same,

yet still don’t know who to blame.

They don’t know how fortunate they are,
the majority race doesn’t get treated bizarre.

While some can’t walk in the street,
they could end up in an unpopular back seat.

They know how it feels to be sane,
war doesn’t enter their domain.

While some can’t readjust,
still feeling the fighter jet’s thrust.

Somebody told me they had a rough day,
but halfway through I stopped listening to what they say.

An issue with a teacher doesn’t compare
to the weight others have to bear.
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Never Look
Sarah Wright

Never look at the reflection you're shown.
All you need to see is what you believe,

for you are visible for all to see.
Never let the world believe you’re unknown.

Those who look at you might whine or could groan
and may hate everything you try to be.

However it’s not their business what they see,
so don’t let them dictate the skills you own.

Stand tall through the trials every day brings.
Never fault yourself when things don’t go right,

for you are a grand and wonderful thing
and when you fall get up and try to fight.

Let the world see all of your glorious shine,
because everyday you look so damn fine.

Fall
Morgan Belford

Frequently falling from the willow,
I sit and watch as I lay on a pillow.
Sorts and shades of simple green,
beautiful colors I’ve never seen.
Dreary branches dangle all day,

I could sit and stare till my hair turns grey.
Winds whistle with white noise,

calm and collected with great poise.
Roots wrap into the ground,

deep in the dirt, not to be found.
A mystical, magical tree,

a perfect place for me to be.
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Null Life
Jacob Tenney

You’ve got a lotta growin’ up to do, son.
Shirt untucked,

Slacks ruffled up,
Red in the eyes,

Are you hearing me clearly, boy?
Drowsy, inconsiderate,

lifeless.
You don’t exactly care about others, do you?

Wake up,
shape up,

and clean this mess up!
What’s your impact going to be?

Slowly drifting through,
having everyone pick up after you?

I say, when I was your age
we didn’t play around all day
like this was all just a game.

You see this?
All of this?

We built this,
we made this.

What have you made, son?
I tell ya, sometimes I
just worry about this

generation.

Bloom
Matt LeMieux

Nerves buried in my flesh tell me to open my eyes.
The moist cold raises the skin on my bones

as they quiver and shift uncomfortably.
I pulled the felt covers close and lifted my head. 

The sunshine of God entered the window
kissing my eyes hello as I distinguished that from love.

She turned towards me
with the grace of a thousand angels to lie her body next to mine.

I lost myself in the lands of her skin once or twice 
before I lifted my torso from the sheets.

I felt her fingers lock in mine and I became one with the descending driplets on the window
as my heart dripped down my spine.
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  John Lennon, Madeline Sanger, Pencil
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Normal
Rachel Allen

 Everybody has a secret. Some are small, or big, or weird. My secret is different. I’ve always been this 
way, and no one has ever known. It’s time for someone to know. I’m not like anyone else.
 It was twelve years ago. I would be starting kindergarten in a week. Everyone else knew how to swim, 
but I didn’t. The neighbor kids already made fun of me for being scared of the water. So one morning, I snuck 
out. The clean air of a summer morning, the dew that clung to the wet grass glittered in the sunlight, every-
thing was at peace. I walked, step by step, to the lake. It was small and shallow, the water warm and clear. I 
looked at the expanse of water, the gentle waves rolling.  I took off my sandals, and reluctantly stepped into the 
water, watching each movement ripple the surface. I sucked in a deep breath, plugged my nose, and jumped. 
Through my squinting eyes, I could see the fish swimming past me, the seaweed waving, and my little feet 
kicking out in front of me. It was beautiful. The silence, the weightlessness, complete peace. Suddenly, my 
legs went stiff. They seemed to be pulled together like magnets, the skin connecting and fusing as little scales 
crawled up my legs, stopping near my waist. Each scale was a little smaller than my thumb nail, and shim-
mered blue, green and violet. Where my feet ended, a flowing fin began, a translucent violet. I had become a 
mermaid. 
 Most girls would have squealed with excitement. My heart raced, my pulse pounded in my ears. I need-
ed to breathe. My lungs began to scream and beg, but I couldn’t provide the air they needed. My arms trem-
bled, the water swirled around me as I let out a scream that bubbled to the surface above me. Water rushed 
down my throat. I struggled, twisted and turned. 
 I pushed myself toward shore, leaving the swirling water behind. Sand clung to my wet skin, as I 
coughed and sputtered. My scaly appendage now fading into my pale skin, I pulled my legs apart, tears coming 
to my eyes as the last of the vibrant green scales fizzled away, disappearing into my skin, threatening to return 
someday. 
 As I sat on the shore, gaping at myself, wondering if I had dreamed it, my mother came running down 
the hill. Her big brown eyes were watery, her cheeks tear-stained, and her cries laced with concern.
  “Addie!” she yelled. “Don’t scare me like that ever again!” She pulled me in close and dried me. My 
heart slowed, but my muscles still shook. 
 “I just wanted to swim like the other kids at school. I don’t wanna be the only one!” I whispered. My 
throat burned. 
 “I know honey. I know.”  
 She gently stroked my hair. She didn’t know. She hadn’t heard the other kids, she never knew.  “Honey, 
your hair! When did you do this?” She asked. Unknowing of what she spoke of, I shrugged and buried my 
face in her chest, hiding away, unable to speak.
 When I returned home, I noticed the distinct blue stripe that now marked the underside of my hair. A 
mermaid birthmark, forever staining my golden waves. 
 Last year in Florida, I tried again. The last night of vacation, I dove off the pier, embracing the salty 
water. After the initial shock, the sudden weight of frozen legs, the numbing sensation, my cares melted away. 
The peace of the sea met me once more. As I raced through the clear waters, my heart flutters and soul finds 
joy. My only regret was waiting to embrace who I was.
 As I walk the halls of Brighton High, I can feel the stares, and hear the whispers. My name on their 
lips is the scariest sound to ever penetrate my ear drums. Maybe they know. I’ll never be normal. I’ll always be 
the only one who didn’t swim in gym, or go to pool parties, or sneak out for a late-night dip. A freak, a weirdo. 
What do they say? I could hear their taunts already. What if the scientific community were to hear? I can feel 
the pinch of the needles, the beeping of the machines, the cold hands of doctors trying to study the anomaly 
that is my being. 
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Found Poem, Brooke Jacoby

Maybe I’m not the only one. If I can fade into the crowd, so can they. I look just like everyone else, no gills, 
no scales on my arms, fangs, or webbed fingers. My blonde hair falls down my shoulders, that single streak of 
blue still stains the underside, now considered ‘fashionable’. Every other girl in the school has one. That quiet 
girl in the corner there, with the mousy brown hair and the stormy grey eyes has a violet stripe, maybe another 
mermaid, blending into the dismal patterns of this life.
 Sure, I’ll never be normal. That’s okay. I’m better this way. No one will know that when I step into the 
bath, I leave my legs behind with reality and step into a fantasy. No one will know the difficulties of shaving, 
or the pain of hot summer days without a swim. Someday, I’ll slip away. Disappear into the ocean, where I 
can be me, forever teasing the minds of passing sailors. I’ll fade away into a myth, forever forgotten, but never 
forgetting. 
 These grey skies and brown buildings are not for me. I need the color of the ocean, the freedom of the 
sea. No one to judge me, no one to tell me no. My eyes mirror the sea itself, a window into my soul’s desire. 
Someday, I’ll be free.
 As the days pass, and I count my time to freedom, a myth becomes a reality, and all reality is lost. The 
waves of the ocean roll over my feet once more, begging me to dive in, and be one with them again. The water 
surrounds me, and my broken body becomes one smooth figure, the glistening scales stippling the length of 
my legs. Now I’m home, and with a final wave of my fin, I’m gone.
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I Miss You More Than Football
Rachel Matuszewski

Our narrator, AUGUST WELLS, is a small boy standing in front of a tomb stone. It is without a scratch, 
with the name Tyler Wells imprinted into the stone. The sound of a car running can be heard behind him. 
AUGUST shoves his hands in his pockets and sniffs before beginning to talk to his brother. 

AUGUST
Hi. I’m not gonna lie, because I miss you a lot. I miss you more than if football was wiped off the face of the 
earth. Yeah, I know. We all know I couldn’t live with that. But you changed things when you left. People ar-
en’t the same. Mom never stops crying and Dad drinks things from a bottle that smells funny. When you’re 
not here I have no one to play with. Now, everyone at school tells me they’re sorry. But what are they sorry 
for, Tyler? It doesn’t make you come back. Even if they say it a thousand times, you’ll never come back!

AUGUST kicks the dirt on the grave in frustration and wipes his tears quickly.

AUGUST (cont.)
People tell us that you’re in a better place. But if you’re in a better place then I don’t see why I can’t come 
with you? I hope I’m not missing out because that would suck. You always get things better than me…

AUGUST kneels down at the grave, stares hard and whispers.

AUGUST (cont.)
I won’t tell anyone your secret. I never do. I don’t even tell Dad. Anyways, I just wanted to say sorry. I’m 
sorry I stole your bike that one day and tried to ride it, but then it ended up breaking. I’m sorry I didn’t 
catch that pop-up so it landed on the other side of the fence in Mrs. Thompson's yard. I’m sorry I asked to 
play when your friends were over. If any of those things made you leave, I wish I didn’t do them. Because 
then, you’d be back, right? Not to say I told you so, but Mom told you to stop taking that medicine. I’m 
sorry but I looked in your bathroom, and those weird pills were all over the floor. Then I went in your room 
and when we saw you, that’s why Mom started crying and now she never stops. 

AUGUST stands up and looks away for a minute as a horn honks.

AUGUST (cont.)
I know you can’t come back because Dad keeps telling me it’s impossible. But, could you stop being mad 
at me? If you weren’t mad at me, and I told Mom and Dad, maybe they’d be happier. Maybe then people 
would stop changing because I’m forgiven, right? That’s my plan, and I think this one’s a winner. I promise. 

Beat.

AUGUST (cont.)
Remember when we used to play video games together? You’d always beat me the first two rounds, but 
then the last round I would win. Remember when Mom and Dad were going to be home late from work, so 
we ordered Chinese food, and when the delivery guy came you said thank you in Chinese because you had 
looked it up? That night you’d let me watch all your favorite movies with you. You made me swear not to 
tell Mom and Dad they were PG-13.  I remember when you would pick me up from school on Friday. You’d 
play the music really loud and even let me sit up front. It was my favorite part of the day...
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AUGUST (cont.)
Do you remember when you would play football with your friends, and you’d ask me to join? I was always 
on your team and we would run our favorite play? Then we would break the huddle and you had this look 
in your eyes knowing it works every time. I can still picture the ball sailing through the air and the feeling in 
my chest as my heart hammered with adrenaline. I knew it was a touchdown before it hit my hands. Well, 
people keep telling me to think of a good memory of you and that’s my favorite. Because my favorite part 
was when you’d run toward me and lift me up on your shoulder. I was king of the world! 

Horn honks. AUGUST looks behind him toward the noise.

AUGUST (cont.)
I think I miss you just being my brother the most.

Runs away from the grave, exiting stage left. 

Moments
Kristen Collie

It takes but a moment
For a day to go from bad to good

When life sucks just a little less than it usually does
It takes but a moment

For your lips to crinkle in a smile
Loved ones make you laugh till there are happy tears

It takes but a moment
For harmful words to fly

There will always be people like that in life
It takes but a moment

To fall in love
For your heart to fill with pleasure and your mind with ecstasy

It takes but a moment
To fall

When life takes a turn for the worst and you’re unprepared
It takes but a moment

To decide to make life better
And try and try till everything is right again

It takes but a moment
To end a life

Mean words. Ruined reputations. A hurtful blow.
It takes but a moment

To save a life
A kind word. A gift. A best friends words

It takes but a moment
To do all of these things

It takes all of life
To do it all

And it takes all of time
To learn when the moments are right
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The Mountain of Words
Lindsay Mensch

     The ring finger on my right hand has a callous on the first knuckle. It’s a fiery mountain set upon a cream 
sea. Innumerable pencils have rested and rubbed against that thick plateau. Like the ebb and rise of the tide 
with the moon, it softens and hardens with the seasons. When the heat is harsh, the red melts into the pink-
ish glow of the rest of my skin. The leaves loosen their grasp on the branches while my skin grows tauter 
with each shortening day. As a child, my left index finger would spiral round and round on the rough patch 
of skin, interrogating the spot about its reasons for blemishing me. 
      Everyone else had hands that were either swathed in velvet or enveloped in sandpaper. Some had flesh 
that squished when you touched it and their knuckles could bend in any conceivable direction. Others had 
diamonds for palms and silver for fingers. Those with heavy, rigid hands could relieve Atlas of his burden 
and hold up the celestial spheres. There were others with tortoise shell hands. Wizened hands attached to ju-
venile flesh, freckles on tiny fingers, pitter-pattering nails, smudges and stains from washable markers. And 
on my hand, a rosewood lump swelling up and straining through my skin.
      Words fell from my finger’s summit. They plummeted down the cataracts of the pen and left thin black 
pools on the icy paper. Imprinting on the sheet left an imprint on my skin. Pages filled with ink, my callous 
filled with aches, and the ink began to mix with my blood.

Skeleton, Maia Fattahi, Chalk Pencils
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Seasonal Hatred Rant
Anthony Seguin

Four seasons, toward each of which I’m hateful.
Winter’s too frigid and I hate the snow.

For Jack Frost’s presence, I am not grateful.
‘Cause during this time, cold and flu rates grow.

Additionally, I hate Summer too.
During this time, it’s so hot I could cry.
Everyone’s more likely to murder you.
Now, even the thermostat wants to die.

In Fall, there are too many leaves to rake.
So bitter, I’m too old for Halloween.

For Spring, allergies. My sinuses ache.
It rains so often. The weather’s so mean.

I now conclude my long hatred-filled rant.
Seasons are glasses and we’re lowly ants.

Phoenix, Sierra Stacey, Oil Pastel
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The Pride Tree
Devin Gibbons 

      Outside of my window, a few yards off, stands a tree. I can’t say for sure how old the tree is as his age en-

compasses mine.  I can see his age to some degree. It isn’t easy to spot, but it’s possible. From the slow crawl 

of aged moss along his thick, cracked bark to the ever-so-telling sway of his leaves. If we could talk, I think 

he would have rumble to his voice, like a deep, throaty chuckle. The kind of chuckle only a dozen world 

weary years can earn you.

     His roots snake through the earth beneath him like veins of ore. Though you can only see one wrinkly 

bend of them, I’m certain his spread deep below. Breaks in the bark form long ravines up and down his 

towering trunk. There are places on him that are bald of this flaky armor, exposing the smooth, sticky skin 

beneath. These injuries weren’t dealt by winds or time, were done by children like I once was, though not 

meant with malice.

     Over the years this tree, some aged type of oak or spruce, has withstood whatever weather would wear its 

wood. It’s odd to think that all that time has passed without one single feeling in its hulking frame. So when I 

was a child, gazing up at it’s moonlight canopy above me from my bed, I liked to think it was like a stubborn 

old man. The thought was odd, but humorous to me in an absurd kind of sense. I’d smile at the old, proud 

tree, standing against the forces of nature and entropy with that same stoic determination.

 Comic, Austin Blake

“Onion Wings”
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The Absence
Alissa Legacy

Here come the sympathetic looks
But it’s over

Here comes the comforting hand
On my shoulder

But I’m far from happy
Though I’m far from sad

I’ll stand still
And wait for myself to get mad

Soul in the shade
My heart 

Would combust
But I’m saved by the absence- 

Of hurt
And I think that-

The numbness
Has got it
From here

I lost all reason
When I lost you

When I felt like this before
I turned to you

Your arms were my blanket
When I was so small

Your words were
The one thing

I couldn’t get wrong
Now I feel everything

And nothing at all
And it’s worse knowing

You would hate my new wall
How can an absence consume me?

See right through me
It can’t be

You were constantly
Always a part of me

Today in the distance
I can’t even wander

I’m locked in the memories
I wish I’d live longer
Because the world

Stopped
When you did.
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Autumn She and Winter
Gwenneth Clise

She used to admire leaves.
It is green skin that can bleed,

shed and it will grow again.
Time heals all wounds, mother said,

everything begins a seed.

She had something to aspire,
a beautiful man to desire,

but the leaves will always wilt
and snow, light as fabric silk
Covers the red smolder fire.

She used to admire leaves,
how they possessed the bravery.
How did they manage to learn

times get cold but grow to burn.
When she stopped coveting he?

She would glare at blanket snow,
curse the sky of indigo.

An autumn honeymoon phase,
she lifts fingers, counts the ways

skeleton branches hang low.

She used to admire leaves,
but blood a seducing tease.

Cover soft hands with tight gloves.
Iced-over eyes, shivering lungs

but she digs her snow, plants seed.
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The Girl You Used to Know
Dakota Lalko

         The girl you knew in the 4th grade, all happy love making friends, and not a care in the 
world, can do anything when she sets her mind to it. Don’t care what anyone says about her, 
don’t have a worry about anything, she sees herself so beautiful and so sweet, she’s an open 
book. Really talkative, she’s like a beautiful fragile flower, always careful, has a real smile on 
her face. You see her and you have no problems. Her arms are open for hugs and the days 
filled with love and joy.
        
       But that girl you knew in the 4th grade grew up, and everything changed to her. She’s 
really not happy, she doesn’t like making friends, she’s scared what everyone says about her. 
She’s shy, worries about everything, she doesn’t see that she’s beautiful anymore, scared to be 
sweet. She’s a closed book, doesn’t like talking to anyone, this flower wants to fall and shat-
ter. Doesn’t care about anything anymore, she shows a fake smile everyday she forgot what 
a real smile feels like. Her arms are closed so she can hug herself; you see her and you judge. 
Those days of love and joy were a dream. The girl you knew in the 4th grade was just a once 
upon a time ago.

Sunset Over the Cat Tails, Emma Rosenau, Photo
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No Longer Living
Kendra Beebe

The only thing that has touched my lips this week was a cigarette
My stomach’s too tied in knots to swallow so I fill my lungs instead

I might do well to remember that history rarely runs in a straight line
He asked me how I was doing, I muttered “I’m fine”

He called me “baby girl” and grabbed my waist
Biting down on my neck with a divine haste

He drained the blood from my body, and I let him
Looking in the mirror the band aid  above my collar bone looked grim

All of the daisies in my garden are dead
I thought I watered them with the tears I had shed

Suddenly I am devoured by the darkness
Whilst looking for the light, I fought the rest

What if a new girl sits cross-legged on your bed
Replacing the images of me in your head

Our lingering unfinished stories stay inside
Inevitably a past life I won’t be able to hide

You said all of the right words, because you knew them so well
Stop saying it’s okay when your soul’s going to hell

Stop looking to the ceiling hoping the tears won’t overflow
Once it’s in you it will never go

We are both salt water mixed with air
Knowing with displeasure that we’re avoiding we still care

Bitterness is like a cancer
Although if you called I don’t know if I could bring myself to answer

I miss the nights we sat and spoke about the universe
Clueless that “us” would ever disperse

Misconception ultimately came out of the closet
Sailing in the wind, with nothing I resent

My ribs are bruised from my heart pounding so hard
Venom flowing through my chest from the glass shard

I just feel so empty sometimes now
My organs and bones have dissolved somehow

Oh believe me it hurts me as much as it hurts you
Stop feeling sorry for yourself and get a clue

I’m afraid of your ability turning into fire
There’s nothing left of me but dry wood and desire

When the sky is black and the stars are empty
I will remember the ways in which you tempt me
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Response
Joseph McElroy

Our narrator, SABRINE SHIMAKAZE, is a young woman wearing a thin tank top and slacks; her left eye 
is stitched shut by a silver thread and her skin is dotted with exposed cybernetics and empty couplings. She 
is pacing a brightly lit laboratory.

SABRINE
Where is it, where is it? Aha!

SABRINE walks over to a bench, picks up a computer chip, and slots it into her neck, a holographic display 
flickers to life in front of her.

 
SABRINE (cont)

Let’s see, weapons suit, no. Load out, no. Torque converter? Since when have I had a Torque converter? 
Cyber-warfare suite, no. Sensor status, no. Core condition, no. Ah, messaging systems. Begin recording, 
designate as m-si-01r. Address to Zwölf Amatsukaze. 

Hey Sis, it’s Sabrine, finally responding to your message. I’ve got to say, it’s nice to know that you tried to 
contact me, although it was futile. I’ve been out of commission for the last few months, due to injuries and, 
well, a broken e-converter. Yes, I know how unconceivable it is that I, a hunter breaker, the terror of any 
battlefield, one of the most resilient combat units developed, has been grounded by the loss of a single com-
ponent, but my the secondary, tertiary and quantiary back-ups failed as well. While the entire loss of a con-
verter shouldn’t bring a breaker down, it can lead to the failure of a shield generator, notably when the failed 
part is part of the main power feed into my distortion field.

Long story short, a shatterpact managed to pierce my combat form’s field with a laser before I could com-
pensate for the loss of power.  It managed to pierce my armor and melted a hole into my portside missile 
magazine, while I was able to destroy the dreadnought, it managed to fire off one last laser burst, and 
touched off the missiles in the magazine.

SABRINE stops to rub her left side.

SABRINE (cont)
The resulting explosion managed to set off the majority of my mortar, artillery, and plasma shells, as well as 
the remaining three missile magazines. Unfortunate for me, my blowout panels failed  to.. well.. blow out. 
Which kept the explosion contained within my frame. The second detonation blew off my outer port shoul-
der, and everything attached to it. I’m lucky that it didn't set off the thermals in my starboard magazine. As 
it was, the entirety of my chest and abdomen was blown out, my own body, not the combat form, my actual 
flesh and blood body was gravely wounded, suffering the same fate as the combat form as well as the de-
struction of my reactors.

As you can imagine sister, it was not a pretty sight, with the loss of my reactors, my pocket dimension col-
lapsed, cutting me of from the bio-matter I needed to regenerate, and ejecting it back into this dimension. 
The recovery team said it looked like someone detonated several hundred tons of gore around the Assault 
form.
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On a happier note, you remember how I could never regenerate my left eye, the doctors here managed to 
create a replacement eye that wouldn’t be rejected by my body, although they have confirmed my worst fear. 
Well, I hope that you and your husband can give me plenty of nieces and nephews to spoil!

SABRINE pauses to readjust the display, swinging it to show a workbench with a weaponized robotic arm.
      

SABRINE (cont)
On the upside, Command decided to upgrade my combat form while I’m down for repairs. To my shock, 
they sent components from both the Assault-Monitor and Xi-Hydra stockpiles, meaning that when I return 
to active duty; it will be as a hybrid model.
 

Swings the display back to her.

                   SABRINE (cont)
So how’s it been the last seven months? I’ve got to say, going from a bio-destroyer to an abyss-class battle-
ship must have been quite the shock.  What’s it like being the sentience controlling a battleship?  Does it feel 
roomier at all, or does it feel like the destroyer? No matter what I did, my assault form always felt tight, for 
lack of a better term.

She smiles.

SABRINE (cont)
Anyways I should be ready for deployment next month; supposedly I’ll be assigned to the sector you patrol. 
It’ll be nice to see you again face to face, or rather face to bow. Did you get a platform yet, or are you able to 
separate yourself at will? We’ll either way, see you next month. With luck, your sister Sabrine
End message

She ejects a drive from her arm and sighs to herself and walks out of the room.

SABRINE (cont)
Hey doc. Yeah you.

Insert Wilhelm scram and sounds of person fleeing.

SABRINE (cont)
Wait come back, I’m not going to shoot you, [aside] much. Could you tell me where the nearest R-Transmit-
ter is? Would you stop running and answer me? Come back here! At least they recovered my crystals. Those 
were invaluable to me, and are near impossible to replace. 

She is pacing a brightly lit laboratory, various workbenches are scattered around the lab, each one has sever-
al mechanical components in various states of repair sitting on them.

Various mechanical components and weapons, including a pair of weaponized arms are being worked over.
In the center of the lab, various bio-syn components are being grown in a vat of nutrient rich water. 
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Ode to Water 
Kristen Collie

Water, dear Water,
you taste as sweet as honey,

as pure as snow.
You wash away all of the

filth from our bodies.
    You let us play on you all the time,

on your edges, in your middle,
even into you.

We swallow you up
and play on you day and night.

We couldn’t live without you Water!
We ski, we wakeboard,

we swim and scuba dive in you.
I feel your soft white hands wrap around me now,

your rushing voice telling me it’s alright.
I taste your sweetness on my tongue,

the smell of you is like no other,
but we take you for granted.

We dump filth into your mouth and
force you to consume it.

    I feel sorry for you, Water.
My friend all these years,

accepting me in your embrace whenever I visit.
I thank you for all the times you helped me

and made me feel alright.
Your soothing voice helped me sleep at night.

And now, in my golden years,
I finally will accept you without fear.

I fall into the depths of you and
put my life in your soft hands.

Mean Little Girl
Sydney Zack

There once was a mean little girl.
She really liked to eat live squirrels.

Every day she chomps,
Every day she stomps.

So mean she makes me want to hurl.
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Little Lover
Jessica Savage

       She is her name: Crazy, chaotic, and sometimes confusing. Qzakryhiona. She is unique, silly, and a Bill 
Cosby-to-be.
       She is her nickname too: Kari. Cute, and just a tiny little bug. Her innocent smile fills you like the rays 
of the sun, her hugs warmer than the coziest blanket. Her caring heart brings beauty to the world.
       But her tears drain into your heart until it is a leaden bucket, until your eyes begin to fill with her de-
spair. “Momma! Momma!” she calls in her nightmares, but it is not her momma who comes to the door, 
instead, it is my momma. A woman who is more fitting to be her grandmother, and even though the little 
child calls her “mom,” she cannot ignore the ivory skin which contrasts so blatantly with her own chocolate 
complexion.
      This is not her first foster home, and hard as we try to fit her in, she is a fly in the milk at school, starting 
first grade for the second time. She squeals with every math problem she solves, claps at every new word 
she deciphers. Her mind is a sponge, her thirst for knowledge unquenchable. Her passion only dries when 
caught in the desert of her fears, the fear that she is dumb, or that all her second grade friends will realize 
that while they have moved on, she stayed behind.
        My little brown teddy bear reaches out with an open heart to anyone who will love her, and lashes like 
a hungry grizzly in her refusal to be rejected. With the heart of a lion she charges on. Always joking. Cease-
lessly sassing. But forever loving.

Italy, Gabrielle Dionise, Photo
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   So Rado, Alli McNulty, Photo
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Girl, Sierra Stacey, Acrylic

Fish, Molly Moline, Black Ink Pen
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The End Is Just a New Beginning 
Chelsea Keane

GRACE, 17, has, just arrived home, after spending Christmas Eve with her boyfriend’s family she sits in her 
dark living room staring at the dull Christmas tree, void of working lights, and stares at a present marked 
“Grace Christmas Eve," and picks it up.

GRACE
Well, sorry Mom, you won’t be getting any pictures of me opening up and trying on my new pajamas this 
year.

Slightly chuckles.

GRACE (cont.)
But then again, based on the looks me, you really wouldn’t want one.

Begins to rip the wrapping off, but stops.

GRACE (cont.)
I don’t know if I should be patient and wait, or just keep the Christmas Eve tradition going, but either way, I 
know this isn’t gonna feel right. At the same time this could comfort me. After all, I am the one who begged 
for us to continue this. 

Beat.

Christ! I can’t even decide if I should open up a present. How can I seriously be expected to decide my fu-
ture within a few months? 

Slightly begins to rip off more paper.

GRACE (cont.)
I kind of feel like this Pandora’s box, holding my entire childhood in here,  and yet I know if I open this, it’s 
gonna end badly. This seems to be one of the last things I’m able to hold onto, and I know I’m not ready to 
grow up, but at the same time it’s calling me. 

Opens more to see pajama pants for the college Grace plans to go to. 

GRACE (cont.)
Great, just what I needed, another reminder that I am almost done with high school, and yet I have no clue 
what I’m doing!

Beat.

Everyone seems to have an idea.

Moves the box away. 
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GRACE (cont.)
How am I supposed to make it in college, when I can’t even go to my boyfriend’s Christmas party without 
going to the bathroom, to practice my breathing because all the new people? I’m supposed to be going in 
blind to a whole setting, at big university, and I don’t know what I wanna do there! People keep telling me 
I’m ‘on the right path’, and God, I hope they’re right, because I feel like I'm doing this all wrong. The worst 
part is that I have no way to check if I'm doing this right. 

Beat. 

Can I really make my own choices? Is fate a real thing, or is each decision I make really a different path? 
Either way I can’t decide what one’s scarier.

Lets out a long sigh.

GRACE (cont.)
I know I’m not ready for any of this, I’m not good with endings, hell, even the things I write, I never seem to 
be able to end it quite right, but I mean people say, ‘ the ending is just a new beginning.’  

Beat.
I have no clue what it’s the beginning of. 
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Sailor’s Misfortune
Devin Gibbons

Hail to thee and bow to me,
For I am Calypso, queen of sea,

Thou journey which was both long and hard,
Is now just tales in tomes told by a bard,
Seek the waters which none dare cross,

Past the shipwrecks cloaked in thick moss,
If ferried by my true desire,

Then have no fear of deathly ire,
Hear the halls filled with ocean winds,
Feel the laughter in my subjects grins,

Gaze upon my untold form,
And hear my voice as the storm,
Know that this is not thy ending,

But only true, my heart’s mending,
Sing to me of some malfate within thy life,

Tell me grand tales of your great strife,
I love the feeling of your pleas,

When they’re cried upon your knees,
Do not take me for some old crone,

I hold naught but youth in every bone,
Pray to me, o’ farer of my kingdom,
You are now mine alone and seldom.

On Our Marks
Todd Day

 
I’ve always wondered what it meant to slow down,

old heart and muscle can’t keep pace with mind.
My sons insist it’s time for me to race them; 

my bones insist they’d rather I declined. 
But tell that to a four-year old who’s smiling,

who shares the very twinkle of your eye.
This heart and muscle young when I’m beside them,

oh boys, please vow we’ll race until I die.  
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Red
Rachel Allen

           JANA CARSON, a woman in her mid twenties with shoulder length brown hair, sits in a corner of a 
small room. She wears an orange jumpsuit and has her knees pulled up to her chest. Jana looks up. 

JANA
 How on earth did it come to this? Everything happened so fast. They tell me I’ll be sent to an institu-
tion. That I need mental help, that I’m unstable. They think I’m insane. I know what I felt, what I saw, what 
I heard. I’m not crazy. I didn’t mean to. It wasn’t my plan. Things got out of control. It’s not my fault… Not 
my fault.

Beat.

 I remember when I first met him. It had been a long day already, and it was only lunch time. I went 
to the local coffee shop and got a coffee and a bite to eat. I was on my way out when he bumped into me, 
spilling coffee all down my shirt. He offered to pay for dry cleaning or replace the shirt, but I didn’t like that 
shirt anyway. 

Shrugs.

JANA (cont.)
         Jay was so charming and sweet, like a prince from a fairytale. But this is real life. He became like 
Jekyll and Hyde. Alcohol filled him with rage. He screamed, he threw things at me. Worst of all, he hit me. 
I always promised myself I’d never let a man hit me. Hyde was the devil, living with him was torture. But 
When he was Jekyll, he was so sweet. He promised me he’d change. I promised I’d never leave. He kept me 
to my word, even when it became my worst regret. 

Jana rubs arm, wincing at a sore spot. 

JANA (cont.)
 I couldn’t keep hiding the bruises. Everyone used to tell me I had perfect skin. Like porcelain, they’d 
say. He came home one night extra drunk, and something ticked his temper. He threw me against the wall, 
his hands gripped my neck. I remember the room spinning, everything got darker. I thank God every day 
that he forgot his wallet in the car. His friend came in to return it. If he hadn’t come in, I’d have died, I’m 
sure. I wore a scarf for a month, trying to hide the bruises. 
Beat. 

 My sister still found the bruises. She told me once that waiting for people to change in a relationship 
was like jumping into an empty pool and hoping it’ll have water by the time you reached the bottom. I didn’t 
get it then.

Runs fingers through hair.

JANA (cont.)
 Things seemed to go further downhill. Apparently there is something lower than rock bottom. It’s 
called hell. Hyde locked Jekyll away. Jay was drunk all the time. I just wanted to spend one night at my 
sister’s. I was just going to slip out, for one night. I would’ve come back. Maybe not. I don’t know anymore. 
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 He wasn’t supposed to wake up. It wasn’t supposed to happen this way. It wasn’t my fault. You’ll 
think I’m crazy, just like everyone else, but I distinctly remember a clear voice. It told me to go get my 
phone. I hadn’t even realized I left it on the counter. I tip-toed back across the kitchen, grabbed my phone, 
and sneezed. Damn him being a light sleeper. 

Rests head in hands. 

JANA (cont.)
 He came wobbling into the kitchen like the drunken fool he was. He saw me with my bag, and he 
knew. He knew I was breaking my promise, he knew where I’d go, what I’d do. I swear on my life, it was 
self defense. I grabbed a knife out of the sink, I just wanted to keep him away. I had no intention of hurting 
him. I had to save myself. Ask anyone, I couldn’t hurt a fly. But… There was that rage in his eyes. That look 
I knew too well. He lunged at me, and I closed my eyes. A body hit the floor, and it wasn’t mine. 

Examines hands.

JANA (cont.)
 I tried to pull it out. I didn’t want him to die. I tried to pull the knife out of his chest, but it was in so 
deep… I … My hands were shaking too hard. They were sticky with his blood. I couldn’t think, I couldn’t 
hear, I couldn’t see. Everything had gone red. I didn’t move all night. I just sat there, my hands shaking. 
My sister stopped by in the morning. She had called the cops when I didn’t show up. They found me sitting 
there, his blood on my hands. 

A woman carrying a clipboard enters, accompanied by two large men in uniform. 

JANA (cont.)
 They’re here for me. I guess the verdict is in. I’m crazy. I got what I wanted, but not how I wanted it. 
What a cruel joke the fates have played. 

Jana drops her head and quietly laughs, growing louder and louder.

Time Separates
Janelle Kopa

     My hand waves hello. My heart says goodbye. My brain knows it’s all the same. I’m not unknown to the 
fact that time separates. I’m scared you’ll come back a different person, like I’ve seen so many times before; 
that when you knock again at my door someday, it will be like we are saying hello for the first time.
     I’m scared you’ll forget the reasons why you smiled because now the world has begun to show you other-
wise. Your eyes will view the world in a way that can’t be unseen. A guarded wall blocks your understand-
ing and mine. The connection will fade along with the memories, and now the only thing we do together is 
question how we got this way.
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Watching
Kaia Johnson 

 
        I sense it. I can feel them, watching. Watching me, constantly. I don’t know who it is. Or maybe I do. 
But whoever it is, they’re always watching. Someone is constantly watching me.
        I try to escape from their firm grasp, but I can’t. It’s almost like trying to escape society itself, something 
no one can ever succeed from. 
       We’re all being watched, watched by someone out there. Maybe I am a watcher myself. I don’t know 
anymore, I just want it to stop. I don’t care who it is, I just want them all to go away. 
I know I’ve led myself to my own demise, maybe I deserve to be punished by this cruelty. All I want is to 
be free, but maybe I don’t deserve it at all.  I regret what I’ve done, and if people turn away from that mes-
merizing, hypnotic glow, maybe they will realize their own sins. But as of now, they all constantly watch one 
another. 
       They’re coming for me. I feel it, deep underneath my skin. Feelings of regret lingers deep in my gut. 
They’ll come to me, reveal all my secrets again, the ones that I had feverishly revealed before. My entire past 
will be unraveled. But that is my sin. My punishment for being ignorant. My privacy is forever lost, and they 
will forever watch me.

Trapped, Madeline Sanger, Pencil
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The Joys of Adolescence
Lindsay Mensch

Again, with these teen anarchists
Blaspheming their worst towards

Capitalists and socialists alike,
Damning them straight to “heck” and “hella,”

Even though they couldn’t tell you if the devil was
Faust or Mephistopheles.

Going against their mommies and daddies, who
Hoist the brats up with

Investments beyond their means,
Just to seem like they’ve got it all figured out.

Kids march along the suburban sidewalks
Listening to beats, and

Moving to them without being moved.
Nobody cares what you think, kid!

“OMG what a fagit,” “lol!”
PLZ stop acting like you’re superior to a little

Queer kid who just wants to get through another goddamn day.
Religion can go to hell, and

Satan becomes good fun when you can graffiti
The numbers “666” and “420” along the dumpsters outside of the local middle school.

“U” replaces “you” replaces “thee” and “thou,”
Very much like Sparks replaces Joyce replaces Shakespeare and Chaucer.

Where have these kids’ fucking manners gone?
X-rays show they’ve got rebellion in their bones,

Yet they really only have
Zebra print on their skin, minus the black.

Construction
Kathryn Thorwall

We are all looking
for someone who can read our

heart’s foreign blueprints.
We crave a person

who will take the time to build 
something beautiful.
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Trapped Inside the Cursor
A.J. Delgado

        I'm locked inside the blinking line that traps each rhyme through time and keeps my mind from being 
alive. But as the words fly through the clouds and emerge from the heavens, the tips of my fingers act as 
deadly weapons and letter by letter, I take out my aggression. My mind is free but only for a second. Now 
suddenly I'm chained up inside the Cursor of evil. I’m panicking and hoping for a retrieval of self expression 
within the ink thats on the paper. And to think that the odds were ever in my favor! My ears fill my music 
and my music feels my tears and as the Cursor shifts gear to gear, my words appear and line after line, it's 
clear that my mind has lost its fear. I broke the chains and retained freedom from the Cursor of pain. Cocked 
back my gun loaded with letters that I’ve taken out of my veins and took a steady aim. Shot furiously and 
notoriously, my words are formed and my mind is free. Me and the Cursor will meet every now and then but 
I know what good it will send and again and again, I will send words that’ll bend the page and the Cursor 
will always grow old in age. And as I turn to the next stage of the curious flames that rise from the Cursors 
haze, the eyes of a goddess takes me for a ride. Every movement of her body takes my vibe to a higher side 
of the Cursors line. Tick tock goes the clock that sits on the mirrored walls of the block that reflect the water 
smashing on the rocks. Her eyes give me a shock and that energy sparks my heart and it tells my mind to 
become one with the picture that I’ve painted. The different colors that I’ve used have formed different levels 
of greatness and each stroke of a word has made the Cursor weightless. So I am no longer trapped as long 
as you are in the room, make my rose bloom and make my red blue as I make my words take the Cursor for 
a cruze. Quick to say but never to think. Slow with thoughts but I never speak. "Write it down! Write it 
down!" You are the sound. Type to the beat, the curser starts to curse out the words so heavily. 

Rooster Named Red
Emily Beavers

He is my and only best friend Red,
Together we wake at the crack of dawn.
Yelling and standing on top of the shed, 
puffing out so that Red scares a fawn.

The sun comes up and the the long day begins...
hard work, in the beating yellow, hot sun.
We mow grass, garden, fill animal bins.

We eat corn and make sure we still have fun.
We have good days and we have some bad days.

On rainy days, we go inside to dry,
Fridays we wait for the mail to get our pay.
and we play tigers, loins, and bears oh my!

I really love Red and he really loves me,
he wouldn’t know what to do without me!
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Blue
Sarah Wright

           Neither I nor my family can guess where they came from, because no one in my family has anything 
remotely close to them. My dad’s are a pond or bog, in which shades of brown and grey float gently in their 
place as the beginning of a dark storm reflects over the surface of the pond. My mom’s are two sweet pieces 
of milk chocolate that either warm in the sun or cool on colder days. My sister’s are precious ambers that 
gleam gold in the right light and when her temper gets the better of her they remind me of wolf eyes that 
patiently wait for the right time to attack. My eyes, however turned out as different from my family’s eyes as 
my personality contrasts with theirs.
       They are blue but to most people they are great deal more that just a simple color. Think of a small island 
that is isolated from the world in a nonspecific part of the ocean. The island is surrounded by the greens, 
browns, light blues, and whites that make up the shallow part of the ocean. Then the ocean becomes darker 
shades of blue that mix with the coloring of the sea life on the ocean floor and the sun gently glazes over the 
ocean’s coloring causing it to glitter or smolder in the right light. Then there is that isolated island that stands 
out from the world with a sense of loneliness and longing to be discovered by a set of eyes that also stand out 
proudly from the world as both desire to end their loneliness and create a paradise for their eyes only.

Dragon, Grace Whelan, Colored Chalk
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Ado “Lessons” Contest 
This year’s Taurus Canis writing/art competition focused on the struggles and lessons gained during 

adolescence. Through poetry, prose, or even art, students sought to inspire through reflection.

  

-Staff’s Choice Winner-

A Boy Walks and a Girl Grows
Gwenneth Clise

       He never walked with intention. He didn’t seem to know how for his float rose above lame plateaus 
of high school and I swear I could marry this boy, if only he knew how to walk down the aisle. His gaunt 
seemed awfully unimportant, his gaze waltzes from corner to corner, but never to my puddle trudging feet 
but I swear I could kiss this boy, if only I knew how to walk. I saw caramel on his lips once and it tripped 
my feet until I was far too deep to stand. I saw chocolate on his lips once and it melted my feet until I was 
the puddle to which I had to trudge through, and I swear I could marry this boy if only I knew how to stand. 
This boy knows how to put metal on his moats and ice on his flaring desire, looks like he didn’t know the 
answer. I raise my hand. He never calls. And I was left there, hung on caramel and chocolate wires, and I 
swear I could marry this boy, if only he knew how to catch.
       I remember the first day I ever saw him run. Tuesday split two ways with one moment blue-white and 
another red-white and one moment with nothing at all. The first time he ran he was particularly harsh at 
it. For the first time he trudged and wobbled and broke-sew-broke-sewed fifty spots in a row, row, row his 
harsh blue lines out to sea and back, horribly blending into hundreds of eyes and half the mouths and a 
billion feet all waltzing. This was the first time he had fallen to the ground. Step, one, step-two, step, one, 
step-two. Step-one-step-two, I grew red against metal moats and iced desires and I was red against white 
down an aisle, now a plateau.  Row, row, row, where did he go? Broke-sew-broke-sew no puddles anymore. 
I became she, I don’t repeat me: She wore chocolate Gucci and smelled of vanilla Chanel. She learned to 
respect herself when no one else will. She once swore she could marry this boy, if only she could forget how 
much his run trudged.
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